DGK School of Motoring.

Reverse Park.

Pull next to the kerb and keep a few car lengths from
the target vehicle.
The target vehicle may be facing towards or away from
you.
Move slowly forward to take up the following position.

Pull alongside the target vehicle and stop when your
passenger side door mirror is level with the head
light/tail light of the vehicle depending on which way it
is facing.
Stop and select reverse gear, conduct 360*
observations and prepare to move at Zimmer speed.
If safe move back to the point of turn.

Stop when the small yellow dot on the rear door
window rests on either the head or tail light of the
target vehicle depending on the direction it is facing.
Apply the parking brake and check 360* looking for any
risk.
If safe move a Zimmer speed and apply 1 turn of
steering left quickly while looking to the rear.

Allow the kerb to drift across the rear window until the
small yellow dot on the screen rests on top of the kerb.
Quickly apply 1 turn of steering to the right whilst still
moving at Zimmer speed.
Again check 360* all around looking for risks.
If you need to stop at this point it will be acceptable.

DGK School of Motoring.

Reverse Park.

This is the view in the door mirror once you have taken
the 1 turn to the right.
Continue to move at Zimmer speed and again check 360*
for any risk.
Keep glancing in the door mirror but don’t stare.

Allow the white dot on the wheel arch to rest on the edge
of the kerb.
Quickly apply ½ turn of steering to the right.
Again check 360* for risks but allow the vehicle to keep
moving at Zimmer speed.

Allow the car to arrive parallel with the kerb and quickly
straighten the steering (½ turn to the left)
Stop the vehicle as soon as you are parallel.
Apply the parking brake and select neutral gear.

Points to remember,







This is a slow speed exercise; keep your speed to Zimmer frame speed only.
Stop if another vehicle is within 10 meters of your vehicle.
Stop if a pedestrian is within 5 meters of your vehicle.
Main observations are to the rear of the vehicle with occasional check all around.
Always remember that children and elderly people are venerable and may require
extra considerations.
If you think you are going to strike the kerb STOP and shunt forward.

